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The first section lists articles and books in Chinese Environmental Philosophy while the second lists environmental ethics books in English which have been translated into Chinese and Published in China:

**Articles and Books in Chinese Environmental Philosophy**

Chinese Environmental Philosophy (listings through 2008)

Chinese Environmental Philosophy (listings through 2008)


Zhang Qizhi, et al., eds. The Frontier of Environmental Philosophy. Xian: Shanxi People’s Press, 2004. This anthology includes 25 articles of western scholars, such as Naess, Rolston, Plumwood, Attfield, Light, Elliot, and Katz.


English environmental ethics books which have been translated into Chinese and published in China:

Chinese Environmental Philosophy (listings through 2008)

- Wenz, Peter S. Environmental Justice. Translators: Song Yubo and Zhu Danqiong. (Shanghai: Shanghai People’s Press, 2007).